Introduction
There has been a good deal of study of the structure of the set of prime divisors of the terms { U n } of second order linear recurrences. M. Ward [14] showed that there are always an infinite number of distinct primes dividing the terms { U n }, provided we exclude certain degenerate cases such as U n = 2 n . In fact, under the same circumstances it is believed that the set of primes dividing the terms U = { U n } of any nondegenerate second order linear recurrence has a positive density d(U) depending on the recurrence.
This can be proved under the asSption that the generalized Riemann hypothesis is true by a method analogous to Hooley's conditional proof of Artin's Conjecture for primitive roots. P. J. Stephens [13] has done this for a large class of such second-order recurrences.
The point of this paper is that there are special second order linear recurrences where it is possible to
give an unconditional proof of the existence of a density. This was shown by Hasse [4] for certain special second order recurrences having a reducible characteristic polynomial, in the process of solving a problem of Sierpinski [12] . Sierpinski's problem concerns the existence of a density for the set of primes p for which ord p 2 is even. This set of primes is exactly the set of primes dividing some term of the sequence V n = 2 n + 1; this sequence satisfies the reducible second order linear recurrence V n = 3V n − 1 − 2V n − 2 with V 0 = 2 and V 1 = 3. Hasse's result [4] actually covers all the sequences { a n + 1 : n≥0}, where a is an integer.
Here we observe that Hasse's method with some extra complications extends to cover certain secondorder linear recurrences with irreducible characteristic polynomial. The most interesting example of this phenomonon is the Lucas numbers L n defined by L 1 = 2 , L 2 = 1 and the recurrence Theorem B can be alternatively derived from polynomial-splitting criteria of M. Ward [16] for membership in S L ; this is essentially the same proof.
Hasse's method applies to any irreducible second-order recurrence { U n } whose general term can be written
where α and θ are in the quadratic field K generated by the roots of the characteristic polynomial of { U n }, and α _ _ , θ _ are the algebraic conjugates of α,θ in K, provided that:
where ζ is a root of unity in K and j is an integer.
The actual densities of the sets of primes obtained depend in an idiosyncratic way on α and θ, which makes it awkward to state a general result. Some of the possible extra complications encountered are illustrated in the proof of the following result, concerning a particular recurrence discussed in Laxton [8] .
Theorem C. Let W n denote the recurrence defined by
Then the set S W = { p:p divides W n for some n } has density 5/8.
The parameterized families of recurrences A n (m) and B n (m), both of which satisfy the recurrence 
Proof of Theorem A
The condition that p  2 n + 1 for some n can be rewritten as: 
Hasse observes that the condition on the right side of (2.3) is a splitting condition for primes in a certain algebraic number field K j ; such sets of primes have a density by the Frobernius density theorem.
Consequently we proceed by decomposing the set S V into disjoint sets
given by
We also define
if and only if p≡1 + 2 j (mod 2 j + 1 ) and (2.3) holds. To state Hasse's observation precisely, let C j denote the cyclotomic field Q(
2 ) and let
Lemma 2.1. (1) The primes p in S _
are exactly the primes p that split completely in L j but not in K j .
(2) The primes p in S _
Proof. The fields C j = Q( 
is the difference of a set of primes of density 2 − ( 2 j − 1 ) less a class of primes contained in it of density 2 − 2 j , hence has density 2 − 2 j . Finally the primes in S V ( j) are the difference of the class of primes To complete the proof of Theorem A, we observe that for any fixed m,
where P denotes the set of all primes. Using (2) of Lemma 2.1, the first inclusion gives
Remarks. (1) By a careful analysis of error terms in this argument using an effective version of the Chebotanev density theorem, Odoni [11] has proved the stronger result that: 
Proof of Theorem B
The Lucas numbers L n satisfy
where ε = 2 
is solvable for some integer x.
We now proceed analogously to the proof of Theorem A. We must treat several cases according to the Since θ θ _ = 1 we have θ
Combining this with (3.4) shows (3.3) holds. The reverse direction is clear.
Now we have the equivalence
This leads us to split S A into the disjoint union of sets
where
We set
The associated fields are K j 
As in the proof of Theorem A we find the primes in S A have density 4 
Applying the nontrival automorphism of
We now decompose
where S B
= { p: p ≡ 1 (mod 4 ) and p ε S B } .
and S B
( j)
We complete case 2 with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. (1) S B
( 1 ) is empty.
Proof.
(1) When j = 1 we have
We claim
which with (3.11) shows θ
) and so by (3.10) ord p θ is odd and S B ( 1 ) is empty.
To prove the claim, set
and ε ε _ = − 1 so that
≡ 1 (mod (p) ) and get a contradiction. In that case (3.12) gives φ 2 ≡ 1 (mod (p) ), hence φ ≡ ±1 (mod (p) ). Hence φ ≡ φ _ (mod (p) ) and (3.13) now gives
the desired contradiction.
(2) We must show that in the case j ≥ 2 for any p ≡ − 1 + 2 j (mod 2 j + 1 ) and p ≡ ±2 (mod 5 ) we claim ord (p) θ is even. We argue by contradiction. Suppose ord (p) θ were odd, so that by (3.8) we have
and observe (3.14) gives
and 
Proof of Theorem C (Sketch)
We have using the fact that φ φ _ = 1. Now let 3 j   p − 1, and observe that in this case We claim that the set of primes defined by the right side of (4.9) has density ( 2 . 
